Has your household experienced financial hardship due to COVID-19?

You may apply for

**HOUSING ASSISTANCE**

Receive up to $1,500 for rent/mortgage and $500 for utilities

**APPLY AT CCSAK.ORG/CBJGRANT**

**NOW THRU DECEMBER 12**

Funds will be distributed on a first come, first served basis.

Questions? Contact program administrator Catholic Community Service 463-6100 (option 1) or CBJgrant@ccsak.org

---

Apply for up to $2,000 in COVID-19 housing assistance

Individuals and households in Juneau that have been financially harmed by the pandemic can now apply for some relief through the COVID-19 Housing Assistance Grant Program. Following a recommendation by the Economic Stabilization Task Force, the Juneau Assembly recently appropriated $3 million of federal CARES Act funding to help qualifying households pay for mortgage, rent, and utilities, including heating and fuel. Catholic Community Service is administering the program. Only one application per household will be accepted.

Applications are available at ccsak.org/CBJgrant.

To qualify for COVID-19 Housing Assistance, you must:

- Rent or own housing within Juneau (and live in the residence you are applying for)
- Provide a description of your financial hardship due to COVID-19
- Currently have income at or under $94,240 per household
- Provide sufficient proof of qualifying costs during August to December 2020

More information: Catholic Community Service
Call: 463-6100 (option 1)
Email: CBJgrant@ccsak.org
Website: ccsak.org/CBJgrant

Changes to Juneau airport COVID-19 testing

Travelers arriving to the Juneau International Airport now need to complete a new registration process in order to get tested for COVID-19:

- Travelers arriving from out of state (Alaska residents and nonresidents) without proof of a negative COVID-19 test taken within 72 hours of arriving will need to complete two registrations:
  1. The State of Alaska Travel Portal alaska.covidsecureapp.com, AND
  2. A new registration with Fulgent Genetics juneau.fulgentgenetics.com

  Testing is free for Alaska residents; testing costs $250 for nonresidents.

- Alaska residents arriving to Juneau from within the state will need to complete the new registration with Fulgent Genetics juneau.fulgentgenetics.com
- Residents and nonresidents opting to get the free second COVID-19 test 5-14 days after arrival need to complete the new registration with Fulgent Genetics juneau.fulgentgenetics.com

The City and Borough of Juneau Emergency Operations Center, through a contract with the State of Alaska, administers the COVID-19 testing at the Juneau airport. The change in the registration process is due to the State of Alaska changing where Juneau tests will be processed. Instead of sending them to the State of Alaska Public Health Laboratory in Fairbanks, tests from Juneau will now be processed at Fulgent Genetics, a commercial lab located in Southern California. The state is making the switch to reduce the load at the Fairbanks lab, reduce costs, and improve wait time for test results. Currently, results usually take 4-5 days. With Fulgent, results are expected back within 2-4 days.

The Juneau airport will continue to offer a non-invasive, nasal swab PCR test. Travelers getting a follow-up test 5-14 days after arrival can return to the Juneau Airport 10 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. or 1:30 p.m. – 4 p.m. daily.

Learn more about safely traveling in Alaska at covid19.alaska.gov/travelers. Learn more about COVID-19 in Juneau at juneau.org/covid-19.